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As things returned to "normal" we at 4most would like to thank you, our customers for your continuous support.  All the 4most staff are

working from the office and we have a full "home" to support our clients.

What's in store for you in this month's newsletter:

1. SAP Process Automation: Accelerate Automation with a New No-Code Experience

2. Acknowledging SAP’s Concrete Steps to Tackle Climate and Social Challenges

3. What Is ERP?

4. SAP Business One - Tip of the Week

SAP Process Automation: Accelerate Automation with a New No-Code

Experience

SAP Process Automation — a simpler way to enhance business efficiency and agility with confidence — is now generally available,

providing a powerful new tool for businesses looking to create value faster.

Previewed last year at SAP TechEd, SAP Process Automation combines the capabilities of SAP Workflow Management and SAP Intelligent

Robotic Process Automation in an easy-to-use, no-code experience powered by artificial intelligence (AI).

By Bhagat Nainani

Courtesy of SAP News Center



Acknowledging SAP’s Concrete Steps to

Tackle Climate and Social Challenges

Today’s business leaders incorporate environmental and social

governance metrics into their core strategy and use it to guide

investment choices, product development, human capital agenda,

and corporate reputation.

To help customers reinvent themselves and become intelligent and

sustainable enterprises, SAP has strengthened its commitments

and pledges. We are helping our customers be sustainably

profitable and profitability sustainable.

From accelerating the goal to achieve net-zero emissions across

SAP’s value chain by 2030 rather than 2050 to delivering solutions

that enable customers to measure carbon emissions, reduce

waste, and integrate financial and non-financial metrics, SAP is

delivering its promise to help customers run better, all the while

serving its higher purpose to improve people lives.

By Claudia Cortes 

Courtesy of SAP News Center

What Is ERP?

ERP stands for enterprise resource planning, but what does ERP

mean? The simplest way to define ERP is to think about all the core

business processes needed to run a company: finance, HR,

manufacturing, supply chain, services, procurement, and others. At

its most basic level, ERP helps to efficiently manage all these

processes in an integrated system. It is often referred to as the

system of record of the organization.

Yet today’s ERP systems are anything but basic and have little

resemblance to the ERP of decades ago. They are now delivered

via the cloud and use the latest technologies – such as artificial

intelligence (AI) and machine learning – to provide intelligent

automation, greater efficiency, and instant insight across the

business. Modern ERP software also connects internal operations

with business partners and networks around the world, giving

companies the collaboration, agility, and speed they need to be

competitive today.

Courtesy of SAP Insights

 

Apply New Order to Document Lines

Lists are great, right? We create and use lists in almost every aspects of our lives. List of pros & cons, ingredients for birthday cake, list of

account balances… but - in every list only one item can be the first. You could claim that it doesn’t matter – after all, when baking a cake the

flour and eggs are equally important regardless their position in the list. That might be the case with recipes, but in many other cases the

sequence of items in a list is highly significant.

By Ari Schapira

Chief Product Owneer - Sap Business One at SAP



4most Systems provides world-class, individually tailored and innovative business solutions for small, medium and large enterprises across

industries and sectors. Established as an SAP Partner in 2004, we deliver ERP solutions utilising SAP Business One at the core. With

offices in South Africa, Botswana and Namibia as well as a growing economic footprint in the DRC, Kenya, Zambia, Malawi and Tanzania,

the company has a strong base, being the first and only partner to establish all-round SAP competency, offering over 30 years of

experience and skills.


